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SINGULAR VIETORIS-BEGLE THEOREMS

FOR RELATIONS

BY

D. G. BOURGIN AND ROBERT M. NEHS

Abstract. The Vietoris-Begle theorem with singularities, for three spaces X, Y, T, is

extended to the case that a closed relation replaces a continuous map and more

generally to set valued maps. The developments are carried out based on modifica-

tion of the topology of T so that in general it is no longer even Hausdorff. This

entails interpretation of dimension of singulars sets in terms of considertions in Y

rather than T. The techniques are those of sheaf and spectral sequence theory.

Introduction. The Vietoris-Begle theorem has been generalized by different meth-

ods and under somewhat different hyppotheses to possibly finite ranges of grades

not necessarily including 0 in [1], using collections of cone caps over singularities,

and in [2] using spectral sequences, for the case that all maps are single valued. The

developments in this paper are concerned with Vietoris-Begle type theorems associ-

ated with a relation R C Y X T. For instance, R may be the graph of a set valued

transformation. We shall invariably suppose Y is at least paracompact. We remark

that in much of this work T may be viewed as a parameter space.

The cone caps method of [1] seems to require that the relative covering dimension

of singularities be 0. We have therefore chosen a spectral sequence technique. In

particular, an analogue of the Leray sheaf is required. How to define this sheaf is not

obvious. As a preliminary, as well as providing motivation for the procedure

introduced, we consider the association of a sheaf on one space with an assigned

sheaf on another. The difficulties are, perhaps, better recognized by presenting some

possible definitions of such associated sheaves.

We shall have occasion to refer to the two well-known conditions for a presheaf to

be a sheaf—labelled 5, and S2 in [7, p. 5 or 3].

A direct assault immediately encounters problems. Thus the presheaf over T

defined by (cf. (3)) U -* T(G(U), s/) for U open in T and j^a sheaf over Y has the

defect that in general S2 is not satisfied. For instance, suppose

(1) G(tx)nG(t2)* 0,       tx + t2.

Write V = Vx U V2 where Vx and V2 are disjunct open neighborhoods of tx and t2.

Let

(2) yx^T{G{Vx),rf),   y2<ET(G(V2),j¿).
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No compatibility condition enters, since Vx n V2 = 0. Accordingly, if G(VX) n

G(V2) # 0, there need be no corresponding y e i(G(F), j^) for which y\G(V¡) =

y¡, i = 1,2. (Moreover, even if some normalizing condition could piece together the

y, 's in special cases, there would remain the problem of continuity of the y 's since G

is not necessarily open.)

This obstacle can be skirted by introducing the graph of the set-valued transfor-

mation G from rto Y with p and q projection maps. Thus

where

(3) pq-h = G(t),   qp-ly = g{y)

so, in a set transformation sense, g = G'1.

With j/ a sheaf over Y and 38 a sheaf over T, there result the associated sheaves

gR(j&) over T and GR(38) over Y according to the following scheme:

j/ p*s/ q*p*st=gR{st)

î T T
y <-     i?     -> t
<if * V

GR(S8)=p1fq*38 q*38 38

Though gR(s/) and GR(@) are sheaves, the section s e gR(i/), for instance,

involves Ä and not 7 alone. The presheaf is defined by

U^gR(U)= {s:q-\U)^^\s(y,t)^^y}

for U open in T. Then the presheaf U -» r(G(t/), J#(U)) maps monomorphically

into gÄ(t/).

Let 7J, = (i|(.y, 0 e Ä} n Í/. Then s(>>, r) ought be the same member of j/v for

all /eTr which almost demands the restriction that for >» e G(U), Ty is connected.

Then with/7 restricted to q~x(U), sp~l may not be continuous.

Another difficulty with both gR(j>/) and GR(38) is the presence of the inverse

sheaves p*sf and q*38 since a flabby resolution of ¿tf (38) may not yield a flabby

resolution of gR(s#) (GR(38)). To blunt this objection, one can start with a sheaf f

over Ä and associate /^ * f and g + f. This is not altogether satisfactory either, since

usually no natural choice for fis indicated except, for instance, when fis a constant

sheaf. This special case with stalks an Abelian group so p * f and q * f are again

constant sheaves with stalks the same groups is the one considered in [1, Theorem

9.1]\nder the added condition that Y and T are identified. An alternative is to

introduce two independent sheaves, j/over Y and 38 over T. Then s/B 38 is a sheaf

over Y X\ 7" and f can be taken as

\ *f=(j/0áí)|/l.

However, the; introduction of two independent sheaves seems artificial.
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In this work we treat the consequences of dealing with a single assigned sheaf over

Y. Our approach necessitates introducing some radical measures, notably retopolo-

gizing T (if it already bears a topology). Generally, in this new topology T is no

longer Hausdorff, though this is not an anomaly in sheaf theory. Furthermore,

certain restrictions on subsets of Y connected with our definition of saturation seem

called for. These measures are not without cost. Specifically, in assessing the

influence of singular sets, an index, referred to as dimension, enters. The analogous

index in [1 and 2] is in terms of a relative covering dimension, and so may be viewed

as constructively, though perhaps not always practically, defined. However, because

of the modified topology of T, the dimension definition may be difficult to apply,

and we are constrained to seek expression of our conclusions in terms of Y

dimension. A number of examples are included to bring out the reasonable, or

sometimes compelling, nature of our restrictions. Among other minor novelties may

be cited, for instance, the introduction of determining and z-sets, or our treatment of

the spectral sequences argument. The latter demonstration is of the type in [2 and 3],

but is notably more direct and perspicuous by reason of inferences from diagram

5.5.1.

One application is to a generalization covering several aspects of a problem

considered in [4, 5 and 6] where Y = T. In part, such a generalization using the

collection of cones technique is given in [1] for compact spaces and constant sheaves.

An overview of the general plan of exposition consisting of excerpts and para-

phrasing of the substance of some results follows. We consider

/      g
X^ Y^T

where/is a closed, continuous surjection of paracompact spaces and g is set valued.

§1 develops the functorial and spectral sequence apparatus, basic for the rest of

the paper. In particular, the functors g and gf are defined acting on the sheaf

categories @(Y) and <&>(X) with the aim of achieving Leray type sheaves and

spectral sequences. Thus, for instance,

Proposition 1.3. There is a spectral sequence with

(l.3)(a) Epq = Hp(T, Jf q(g, j/))

and target H*(Y, sf).

The underlying sheaf cohomorphisms are

(1.5.1) ^:j/-»/*j*

and

(1.5.2) \¡,*:H*(Y,s/)->H*{X,f*j¿).

A fundamental conclusion is

Theorem 1.7. There are spectral sequences Epq and Ëpq with targets H*( Y, s/) and

H*(Y,f*sí) where

(1.7)(a) Epq = H»{T,Jtq(g,sf)),

(1.7)(b) Ëpq = Hp(T,Jf"(gi,f*yJ)).
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There is a homomorphism Xpq on Epq so that (cf. (1.53))

(1.7)(c) m\r): {Epq,H*{Y,rf)} -* {Êpq,H*(X,f*j*)},

(1.7)(d)   \$i = H(g(t)*): Hp{T, Jfq(g, s/)) -* Hp(T, Jf q(gf, f*sf)).

In §2, if G is the inverse of g and if g'l(t) is denoted by G,, then the collection of

nonempty subsets of Y, {Gt\t e T) plays a central role. Moreover, the order of

definition can be usefully reversed so that starting with such a collection of subsets,

a set-valued g can be defined. A subset B c Y is saturated if it is composed of G,

sets. Under suitable restrictions detailed in Definition 2.1, {G,\T} is a determining

collection. The totality of all closed sets B in Y with saturated complements

constitutes ®. Evidently

Lemma 2.4. Ü and g(®) are closed under finite unions.

We impose a possibly new, generally non-Hausdorff topology SEg on T by

choosing as the basis of open sets those of the form Bg= {U\U e g(i)}. A

specially significant consequence of this topology in applications is

2.5(b) If Vx and V2 are open subsets of T, then G(VX n V2) = G(VX) n G(V2).

§3 contains examples emphasizing the natural qualifications for determining sets

and various concomitants of the topology SEg.

In §4 the abstractly defined functors g and gf of §1 are given concrete realizations

by use of SEg. On restricting the homomorphisms of (1.5.1) and (1.5.2) to G, and on

writing (cf. 4.6) ft: H*(G„ jt) - H*(f~\G,), f*s/),

Proposition 4.7. For any t, t|/£ is a monomorphism, epimorphism or isomorphism if

and only if these assertions are true for g(^)*(t).

In §5 we let \p*: E* -* E* be a homomorphism of graded groups. Write («, TV) if

the homomorphism is an isomorphism for n < p < N and write [n, N) if ip* is also

surjective for p = n, (n, N] if ^* is injective for p = N and [n, N] if both these

conditions maintain.

Two key theorems here are essential:

Theorem 5.5. If Epq = Êpq = Oforp < 0 or q < 0, and if:

5.5(a) \p2q is an isomorphism for n < p + q < N,

5.5(b) Af is surjective for p + q = n, and

5.5(c) Af is injective for p + q = N and q < N - 2,

then \¡/* is an[n, N) homomorphism.

If\p2q is injective for p + q = N, then \¡>* is an [n, N] homomorphism.

Theorem 5.6. //:

5.6(a) \^q is surjective for n^p + q<N + p,0<p,

5.6(b) \f is injective for n < p + q < N + p,\ < p, and

5.6(c) ip* is an [n, N] homomorphism,

then

5.6(d) }\02q is an [n, N] homomorphism,

5.6(e) A1^ is an [n - 1, N) homomorphism.
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§6 introduces a cohomological relative dimension function dq = c\m\TMq for the

singular set Mq defined by

Mq = (i|^f: Hq{G„ jf) -» Hq(f-l{Gt),f*s/) is not an isomorphism).

A subset B c Y is q-nonsingular if y¡/q* is an isomorphism in

iftf: Hq(B, s/) -» Hq(f~lB, f*s/).

If 5 is ^-nonsingular for n < q < N, B is (n, N) nonsingular. If besides \p"* is onto,

then Bis[n, N) nonsingular, if \¡/N' is a monomorphism, Bis(n, N] nonsingular.

A generalized Vietoris-Begle theorem is

Theorem 6.3. //

(6.3)(a) 1 + dq + q *in,   0^q<N,

then <//*: H*(Y, s¿) -+ H*(X, f*s/) is an [n, N) homomorphism.

Furthermore, if

(6.3)(b) tt,: HN(G„ s/) - HN{f-\Gt), f*s/)

is injective for every t, then \p* is an [n, N] homomorphism.

In the standard Vietoris-Begle theorem, the points of Y are nonsingular while in

our generalizations the sets g_1(i) are nonsingular. §6 includes examples in which

the nonsingular sets g_1(i) are not free of point singularities and also cases showing

the necessity of our added conditions or those of [1] as compared with those in the

simpler situation treated in [5 and 6]. To treat an inverse Vietoris-Begle type theorem

we introduce the concept of a z-set for M c T, naturally characterized by the

stipulation that H°(T, si) * 0 for nontrivial sheaves on T concentrated on M. It is

not necessarily true that O-dimensional sets are z-sets. We show

Theorem 6.9. Suppose that

(6.9.1) dq + q + 1 < n   forO < ç < n ~ 1,

(6.9.2) Mq is a z- set anddq < 0 for n < q < N,

(6.9.3) <P: Hq(Y, si) -» Hq(X, f*sf) is an [«, N] homomorphism.

Then ^¡~ is an [n, N) homomorphism for all t. Furthermore, if {t\^c is not injective)

is a z-set, it is vacuous, so ip£ is an [n, N] homomorphism.

§7 has as its principal objective the replacement of the cohomological dimensional

restrictions on the singular set in T, which may be difficult to verify, by standard,

covering space dimensional restrictions on subsets of the paracompact space Y. A

preliminary result is

Proposition 7.1. If B c T consists of a finite number of closed points, then B is a

zero-dimensional z-set.

For more general situations it is desireable to introduce a canonical determining

collection {G]\tx S T1}. Thus for B closed in Y suppose U open 3 B. Let

Tl = T0 + (U - B) + {a} where T0 = {t\G, n U * 0} and {a} is a special ideal

point. It is then the case that
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Proposition 7.3. The determining set {G,\t e T) can be replaced by {G]\tl er1}

where

(7.3.1) Gl = B,

(7.3.2) G]={y}   fory^U-B,

(7-3.3) G}q = G,o-U   fort0<ET0.

Furthermore, if the points of U - B are (-1, TV) nonsingular, then for t0 G T0, G] is

[n, N] nonsingular whenever Gtg is.

Finally, we can state

Theorem 7.6. Suppose each G, is [n, N] nonsingular and Gt is (-1, n] nonsingular

for the subset Tx. Let Bq be the set of q-singular points in Ur_ T Gt and let B = U^~o Bq.

Let dq = rdYBq, the relative dimension of Bq in Y [8]. If B c U, where U is open and

all (-1, N) singular points of U are in B, and if

(7.6.1) max  (2 + d. + q) < n
0^q<N q

then »//*: Hq(Y, s/) -* Hq(X, f*si) is an [n, N] homomorphism.

1. Functorial formulation. Sheaves are understood to be sheaves of Abelian groups.

The sheaf category over the space W is denoted <S(W). The letters X, Y invariably

designate topological spaces generally taken paracompact T generally is a topologi-

cal space also, but in special instances is merely a set.

Let g: @(Y) -» <3(T) be a functor subject to:

1.1(a) g is a left exact, additive covariant functor,

1.1(b) g(s/) is flabby whenever j^is flabby,

1.1(c) there is a natural equivalence of functors T(Y, ■) -» T(T, g(• )).

Let /: X -» Y be a continuous surjection, and let gf: ©(Z) -» <B(T) denote a

functor also subject to l.l(a)-(c). The functor pair g, gf is f-compatible when:

1.1(d) If X is a sheaf/-cohomomorphism

(1.1.1)

X      L      Y

there is a sheaf homomorphism g(\): g(s/) -> gî(38).

1.1(e) If the diagram

si      ->     38

(1.1.2) la iß
A,

Six -* ^!
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is commutative, where si, six are sheaves over Y\ 38, 38x are sheaves over X; a, ß are

sheaf homomorphisms and X, Xx are/-cohomomorphisms, then the induced diagram

g(A)
g{si) - gf(#)

(1.1.3) 4g(«) ¿gf(/l)
g(xi)

g(^)     g-      gf(^)

commutes.

1.1(f) For the/-cohomorphism in (1.1.1), there is a commutative diagram

T(Y,si)    -    r(r,g(^))

ir(A) ¿g(A)

r(^,^)    ^    r(r,gf(^))

with the isomorphisms guaranteed by 1.1(c).

The restrictions in 1.1 are satisfied, of course, when g( si) is the direct image of si

induced by a continuous surjection g: Y -* T. However, our interest is in a

correspondence g which is not constrained to be either single valued or continuous,

but which, together with the composition gf, yields functors g and gf characterized

above.

The functor g applied to

(1.2.1) Q^si^ Vo ^ f1 ^ •••,

a flabby resolution of the sheaf si over Y, yields a cochain complex

(1.2.2) gtn-gW-g^2)-----

Then

(1.2.3) Jtp(g, si) = H'(g(V*))

is a sheaf over T, namely the derived functor of g. The following assertions follow by

standard homological algebra techniques.

(1.2.4) Jtp(g, ■) is a covariant functor from <&(Y) to <&(T) determined by g and is

independent of choice of the flabby resolution of si.

(1.2.5) Jt\g,si) = g(si).

(1.2.6) A short exact sequence 0 -» six ->si->si2 -> 0 determines a long exact

sequence

••■ ^ Jfp(g, six) ^ Jf"(g, si) ^ Jt"(g, si2) ^ Jfp+\g, six) ^ ■■■.

Proposition 1.3. There is a spectral sequence with

(1.3)(a) Epq = Hp(T,Jfq(g,si))

and target H*(Y, si).
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In the commutative diagram

tí*)

1

0     ->     g(f°)     ^38°°^     38m

(1.3.1) i M -M
0     -►     g(fx)      ->     J110      ^     J"11

,], Jy ♦

the rows are injective resolutions of g((€p) and ^rf +2dxd = 0. Application of the

section functor yields a bigraded complex:

(1.3.2)

•\r                                                 •!• 4<

o   -+   r(r,g(^))      -*   r(r,^°) ^    v{T,3spl)      -»•••

i                        ii¿ ¿i</

o   -+   r(7\g(«,'+1))   -»   r(r,^+1-°) ^   r(r,ír+u)   ^---

j,                                                4, j,

Here g(f ) is flabby (1.1(b)) and so

(1.3.3) 2*.(r(r. ^.)) = {0r<w»  «j-j.

For the first spectral sequence associated with (1.3.2),

0.3.4)    l£r=I^(1«.(r,i.-.)) = {f(r<r'^*»>   ¡¡J-J;

Therefore

(1.3.5) ^'»-/^(rixgi*?*))),  ^r = o  for9^0.

The natural equivalence referred to in 1.1(c) when interpreted for (1.2.1) becomes a

commutative diagram:

r(y, si)     -*     r(y,<<i0)     -*     t(y,^)     ^---

* V *

r(r,g(^))   -   r(r,g(*0))   -   r(r,g(^))   -•••

Therefore, xEp0 = //'(T, j*') which is the target (cf. (1.3.5)).
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For the second spectral sequence associated with (1.3.2)

2E{" =2Hp(xHq{T(T, 38**))).

The resolutions in (1.3.1) can be chosen so that

(1.3.6) 0 -^xHp(g{^*)) ^xHq{38*°) ^xHq{38*1) - ■ ■ ■

is an injective resolution of Hq(gC¡í*)) = Jtq(g, si). Since the section functor is

exact on sequences of injective sheaves,

(1.3.7) xHq(T(T, 38**)) * T(T, xHq(38**)).

Accordingly

2Ef =2Hp(T(T,lHq(38**))) = Hp(T, Jtq(g, si)).

The assertions in Proposition 1.3 maintain also for the functor gf and the inverse

sheaf f*si. This is to say there is a second spectral sequence with

(1.4) È{* = Hp(T, Jfq(gi, f*si))

and target H*(X, f*si).

The /-compatibility conditions 1.1(d)—(f) provide a spectral sequence homomor-

phism. The natural/-cohomomorphism

(1.5.1) xp:si^f*si

induces a homomorphism

(1.5.2) >p*:H*(Y,si)^H*(X,f*si).

Introduce the canonical flabby resolutions of si and f*si and the corresponding

lifting of ̂  :

si      -»     3TQ      -»     J*      -► • • •

i + U° I +1

f*si    -»     fr0      -»     Px      -* • • •

Application of the g functor leads, via 1.1(e), to the following commutative diagram:

g(si)      -     g(y°)     -     g(^)      -...

(1-5.3) lg(*) lg(^°) ig(^)

sir*)  -   g(^°)   -   g(^)   -»•••
The resolutions, (1.3.1), of the chains in (1.5.3) can be chosen to lift the chain map

g(\¡/*). Accordingly, there are sheaf homomorphisms Xpq: 38pq -» 38pq which com-

mute with the d-homomorphisms. Then

T{Xpq): T(T, 38pq) - T(T, 38pq).

There result spectral sequence homomorphisms xXpq: xEpq ->1¿/"7 and 2Xpq: 2Epq
-» Fpi

l^r    •

The corresponding homomorphism of the targets constitutes (1.5.2). Indeed the

chain map ,A* °: XE*° -» jÊf0 may be represented, in view of (1.3.3), by:

r(r,g(^0))    -    r(T,g(^))    -•••

i(g(*0)) lr(g(^1))

r(r,gf(^0))   ->   r(r,gf(J^))   -*•••
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The identifications T(T,g(3r°)) = T(Y, ̂ p) and Y(T,gi(frp))= Y(X,TP), to-

gether with 1.1(e) and (f) culminate in:

T(Y,yp)     -*     T(Y,rl)     ^•••

(1.5.4) ¿rf>°) ir(*>)

T(X,&°)     -+     T(X, STX)     ^ ••■

Application of the cohomology function to (1.5.4) yields (1.5.2).

Next we determine the homomorphisms 2Xp2q: 2£'//'/ -^2Ë2pq. The homomorphisms

T(Xpq): T(T, 3Spq) -* T(T, 3Spq) induce homomorphisms

XH(T(X*P)): xHq(T(T, 3$*»)) ^xHq(T(T, 38*"))

which commute with the induced homomorphisms xH(2d) and xH(2d). On taking

account of the identifications of (1.3.7),

T(H(X*P)): T(T, Hq(38*p)) -+ T{T, Hq{38*p)).

Application of the cohomology functor along the columns of the resolutions (1.3.1)

results in

Jtq(g, si)      =     Hq(g(y*))     ->    xHq(38*Q)    '4'      xHq(38*1)    -» • • •

IgW* 1 ff(g(f )) ii^A*0) l./rfA*1)
¡H(2d)

Jtq(gi,f*si)    =    H«(gi(F*))    -+    xHq(@*°)       -+       ¡//'(J1*1)    -^■•-

where the sheaf homomorphism g(^)* comes from (1.5.3). In view of (1.3.6),

2Eiq       =     Hp(T,Jtq(g,si))

I2M" lH(g(t)*)

2Êp       =     Hp(T,Jtq(gi,f*si))

1.6. We follow the conventional usage of {Epq, E*} for a spectral sequence and

its target. Similarly, {Êpq, Ê*}. If the homomorphisms Xpq: Epq -* Êpq commute

with the dr homomorphisms and are compatible with the identifications

(1.6.1) H{Epq) = Epqx,   H(Êpq) = Ëpqx,

then {Xprq} is a homomorphism of spectral sequences. They induce a homomor-

phism XPJ: Eg? -* Ê^. Let \p*: E* -» Ê* be a filtration preserving homomorphism

compatible with Xx, in the sense of the following:

E™      -     FpEp + q/Fp+xEp+q

(1.6.2) I Ai" U;+*

¿£*      =     FpÊp + q/Fp + xÊp+q

Write {Af, f}: {£/«, £*} -+ {É/7", È*} for such a pair.

Our conclusions are summarized in

Theorem 1.7. Suppose f: X -» Y is a continuous surjection. Let g: @(T) -* &(T)

and gf: S(X) -* <B(T) be functors satisfying 1.1(a)—(f). Then for any arbitrary sheaf
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si on  Y there are spectral sequences Epq and Epq with targets H*(Y, si) and

H*(X, f*si) respectively whose initial terms are

(1.7)(a) EÇq = Hp(T,Jfq(g,si))

and

(1.7)(b) Ê{q = Hp(T,Jfq(gf,f*si)).

Futhermore, there is a homomorphism of spectral sequences Xprq: Epq -* Epq satisfy-

ing

(1.7)(c) {\P",4t*}: [Epq,H*(Y,si)} -+ {Êpq, H*(X, f*si))

and

(l.7)(d)    Xp2q - H{g(t)*): Hp(T, Jtq(g, si)) - Hp(T, Jfq(gi, f*si)),

where the sheaf homomorphism g(4>)* arises from (1.5.3).

Since our resolutions start with p = 0, q = 0,

(l.7)(e) Epq = Êpq = 0   iîp <0orq<0.

2. The topology of T. Consider a set-valued function g on 7 onto T. Let G be the

inverse of g and denote the set g~l(t) = G(t) by Gr Then G(T) = g~l(T) = Y,

g(Y) = T, and {G,\t e T} is a covering of Y for which G, # 0.

Conversely, if {G,\t e T} is a covering of 7 by not necessarily distinct sets and no

Gt is empty, then the function g defined by g(y) = {t\y e G,} is a set-valued

function where g(T) = T and g_1(7) = 7, by virtue of the observation that G, # 0

and that the sets Gr cover 7. Furthermore, g'1(t) = G(t)= Gt.

A subset B of 7 is saturated if 73 = U,GSGr for 5 c 7; or equivalently, for each

y e 5, some G, c B contains j>.

Our first concern is with sufficient conditions for which the relation g determines

a functor g of the type considered in §1. Whether or not T is topologized initially, g

is used to determine the topology on T used for the sheaves g(si). Unfortunately,

this topology will not be Hausdorff in general.

Definition 2.1. A collection {Gt\t e T) of subsets of 7 is a determining collection

provided:

2.1(a) The collection is a covering of 7 by nonempty, closed sets.

2.1(b) For every tx and t2, Gt¡ n G¡2 is saturated.

2.1(c) If V is any open neighborhood of G„ there is an open saturated set W for

which G, c W c V.

From the point of view of the relation g, these conditions are equivalent to:

2.1(a') G(T) = 7, g(Y) = Tand G(t) is closed for each t e T.

2.1(b') G(tx) n G(t2) = G(S) for some 5 c T.

2.1(c') Every open neighborhood of G(t) contains an open neighborhood of the

form W = G(S), oîG(t).

Assume for the remainder of this section that (GJ/ e Í) is a determining

collection.

Lemma 2.2. For B c 7, g(B) = {t\Gt n B ¥= 0 }.
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Lemma 2.3. For B a Y, the complement of B, B , contains G(g(B) ).

Moreover, B   is saturated if and only if B = G(g(B) ).

If y g G(g(B)~), then y ^ G, for some t <£ g(B). By 2.2, G, n B = 0 and so

y e G, c 5". Thus C7(g(5)") c ß".

For the second part of 2.3, suppose B is saturated. Then y e B implies

y G G, c 5", where í e g(B) by 2.2. Accordingly, jeG(c G(g(B)~) and so

5"cG(g(£)~).

Conversely, if

B'=G(g(B)-)=\J{Gt\teg(B)~},

then 5  is saturated.

Denote by SÎ the collection of all closed sets B in 7 with saturated complements

and let

g(R)={g(5)|5eJt}.

Lemma 2.4. ® aw/g(®) are closed under finite unions.

For 5j and 52 in Ê, suppose^ g (2?, u B2) . Since Z?ï and 2?2~are saturated,

yeGhnGh<zB~x  nB~2

for some tx and ?2 in T. According to 2.1(b)

y G G, c C7;i n G,2 c 5~ nT^

for some / g 7*. Therefore (Bx U B2)   is saturated; that is to say Bx U B2 is in ®.

Moreover, g(Bx U 52) = g(ßx) U g(B2) is in g(®).

Thus, g(®) is a basis for the closed sets of a topology SEg on T. Let Zg denote the

topology determined by the basis 93 g = {U\U g g(®)}.

Lemma 2.5. (a). If V g 93 g ató G, c G(F), í/ie« í g F.

(b) // K, and V2 are open subsets of T, then G(VX n V2) = G(VX) n G(V2).

(c) G(U) is open whenever U is open.

(d) For each fixed t, {G(U)\t e U g SEg} constitutes an open neighborhood basis of

G,.

Ad(a). Let V = g(B) in »g. Then G(F) = B~ by 2.3, whence G, n B = 0. That

í g K follows from 2.2.

Ad(b). Plainly G(VX n V2) is contained in G(VX) n G(K2) for any subset pair in

T. Let y g G(Ft) n G(F2) for Vx and K2 in SEg. Choose i, in F¡, i = 1,2, to satisfy

y<E G,.C G(K,).Then

t, g f/,. c K,   for t/, e 23g.

Since G(i n G(i is saturated, y e G, c G^ n G,, for some t. Therefore, G, c G,_ c

G([/,) and consequently, t g [/, n U2 by (a). Hence

yeG,c G(t/, n £/2) c G(K! n F2).

Ad(c). For t/ e SEg, 1/ = UK, where Va g 93g. Since G(i/) = UG(Ka), it suffices

to show that G(U) is open for U g 93g. Let B g ® satisfy g(£) = if. Since 5" is

saturated, G(U) = B   an open set.
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Ad(d). For íg t/eSEg, G(U) is an open neighborhood of G,. Let V be an

arbitrary open neighborhood of G, in 7 and let W be an open saturated neighborhood

of G, contained in V. Then B = W g ®, whence U = g(B) is in 33 . According to

2.3

G(<y) = G(g(2?)~)= w.

Hence G, C G(i/) c Fand í g (/by (a).

An immediate consequence of 2.5(d) is

Corollary 2.6. G, = C\{G(U)\t g U g SEg}.

3. Some examples. The role of 2.1(a)-(c) and the topology SE is brought into

focus by some illustrative examples.

Example 3.1. Let g: 7 -» T be a (single valued) function assumed closed,

continuous and onto. Then {G, = g~1(OI'e 71} is a covering of 7 by pairwise

disjoint closed sets. Suppose Fis an open neighborhood of g'l(t).

W = g-l{g(V~)~) = G{g(V)~)

is an open saturated set, since g is closed and continuous. Evidently, g'l(t) g W c V.

Here, SEg coincides with the original topology SE of T. Indeed, g(®) is contained in

the collection of closed sets in the topology SE. Hence SE c SE. On the other hand if

K is closed in (T, SE), then B = g~L(K) is a closed subset of 7 Since G(K~)

= g'l(K ) = B , B is saturated and so g(B) is closed in (T, SEg). Since g is onto,

g(B) = g(g~H#)) = # and consequently SE c SEg.

Example 3.2. Supppose [G,\t g T) is a partition of 7 by nonempty closed sets

such that when B is closed

(3.2.1) U{Gr|G, n B * 0 ) is closed.

Then T may be considered the quotient space of the equivalence relation determined

by the partition. If g: 7 -» T is the identification map, then by reason of (3.2.1) g is

closed. By Example 3.1, {G,\t g T] is a determining set and so SEg is merely the

identification topology on T.

Example 3.3. If g: 7 -» ris a relation satisfying 2.1(a'), 2.1(b'), and

(3.3.1) G(g(B) ) is open whenever B is closed,

then g also satisfies 2.1(c'). Indeed, if V is an open neighborhood of G, and B = V ,

then G(g(B) ) is an open, saturated neighborhood of G, contained in V.

Example 3.4. If H is a compact subgroup of the multiplicative group 7, the right

cosets of 77, {H • y\y g 7), constitute a determining collection. Conditions 2.1(a)

and (b) are clearly satisfied. To establish 2.1(c), let H ■ y be contained in the open set

V. Write m(yx, y2) for the product yx ■ y2. Then H X y a m'\V), where m~l(V) is

open in 7 X 7. The compactness of 77 implies that for some open W containing y,

HxWcz m~\V). Hence

77y c 77- W=m(HX W) c V,

where

77- W =  IJ y W =   IJ 77 -y
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is both open and saturated. Accordingly, the collection of right cosets satisfies 2.1(c).

In this example we can identify T with either 7 or the quotient group 7/77. In the

latter case, SEg is the identification topology.

We show that the compactness condition on 77 cannot be dropped in general in

Example 3.4.

Example 3.5. Let 7 = Rl, the additive group of reals, and let H = J be the

subgroup of integers. For en = 1/(|«| + 2), let F be the union of open intervals

V= U (n-en,n + en).
nSj

Then, V is an open neighborhood of J which is free of open saturated subsets, and it

is easy to see that / is the only right coset contained in V.

The next example provides a general scheme for generating a determining collec-

tion. From this a collection for 7 c R" is obtained by taking T c R1, d(y) = \\y\\,

the norm of y, and h(t) = t.

Example 3.6. Suppose now that T is merely an untopoplogized set, that d:

Y -> 7?1 is continuous and closed, and that h: T -» R1 is a function, subject to the

following conditions:

(3.6.1) If d(y) < r, then for some t g T, d(y) < h(t) < r.

(3.6.2) If t g T, some y g 7 satisfies d(y) < h(t).

For t G T, let

(3.6.3) G, = {y\d(y) < h(t)} = d'\(-oo, h(t)]).
Then:

(3.6.4) Each G, is closed since d is continuous.

(3.6.5) G, # 0 by (3.6.2).

(3.6.6) UG,= 7 by (3.6.1).
(3.6.7) G, O Gu is saturated since h(t) < A(i') implies G, c Gr.

(3.6.8) If Í/ is an open neighborhood of G„ there is a saturated, open set IF with

G, C W c I/.

To verify (3.6.8), let G, be in the open set U. By (3.6.3), d(y) > h(t) for y g

U a G,. Hence (-oo, h(t)] n «"(t/ ) = 0. Since d is a closed map, d(U ) is closed

and consequently

(3.6.9) (-oo, h(t) + e) n d(U') = 0 for some positive e.

Then,

W = (J{Gs\h(s) <h(t) + e)

is a saturated subset of 7 containing Gr

If y g W, then v g Gs for some s for which /i(s) < h(t) + e. Then d(y) < ft(s) <

A(0 + e and so d(y) <£ d(U~) by (3.6.9). Accordingly,>> g {/and thus W <z U.

Again for y G IF, d( y) g (-oo, h(t) + e). Since d is continuous,

rf(rç,)c(-oo,A(*) + e)

for a neighborhood TV of j. If z g /Vy, d(z) < h(t) + e and so by (3.6.1)

d(z) < A(s) < h(t) + e

for an s in T. Consequently, z e Gs c W whence NY c IF. Therefore, W is open,

which is the assertion of (3.6.8).
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The validity of (3.6.4)-(3.6.8) implies that {G,\t g T) is a determining collection

of sets in 7.

The assumption that d is closed may be replaced by

(3.6.10) If d'l(h(t)) c U = an open set, there is a positive e with

d-l([h(t),h(t) + e))cz IJ.

In this case the proof of (3.6.8) must be modified. Indeed, for G, c (/, d'x(h(ty) c U

by (3.6.3). Choose e > 0 to satisfy (3.6.10). Then

d~l((-oo, h(t) + e)) = d-\(-oo, h(t)}) U d-\[h(t), h(t) + e))

= G, U d-l([h(t),h(t) + e))c U.

Again, let

W={j{Gs\h{s)<h(t) + e},

which is a saturated, open neighborhood of Gr. For y ^ Gs with h(s) < h(t) + e,

d(y) < /i(í) < h(t) + e. Therefore,y g ¿^((-oo, ä(?) + e)) and so W cz U.

Next we establish:

(3.6.11) The collection of sets {A_1((-oo, r))\r g 7?1 U {±oo}} contains the

topology SEg.

For -oo < r < oo, let

Ur = V{G,\h(s)<r},

where ¿7^ = 7 and U_x = 0. The argument used for proving (3.6.8) demonstrates

that Ur is an open saturated set.

In fact, every open saturated set is of this form. For an open saturated set U, let

(3.6.12) r = sup{/?|A(s) < p implies Gs c [/}.

If the set on the right-hand side is empty, put r = -oo; if there is no upper bound,

set r = oo. If h(s) < r, h(s) < p < r for some p, and therefore Gs c ¡J. Conse-

quently

Ur = {J{Gs\h(s)<r}czU.

For y G U, y g G, c U for some íeT because (/ is saturated. Again by the

argument for (3.6.8), for some e > 0, h(s) < h(t) + e implies Gs c IJ. For/; = h(t)

+ e, h(t) < p < r and so_y g G, c Ur. Hence (/ c i/r Therefore U = £/r.

Let (/be an open saturated set and let r be defined by (3.6.12). For B = U ,

g(B)~= {t\G,czU}

by Lemma 2.2. Since h(t) < r implies G, c Ur = U,

h-x((-œ,r))czg(B)-.

For t G g(7i)~, G, c U which implies h(t) < r. Therefore, t G A_1((-oo, r)). Conse-

quently, g(B) = /T1«-«), r)).

Hence there is a subset S of 7? U {± oo} for which

23g={r1((-~,0)ke5},

where 33 g is the basis for SE g. This collection is contained in

{r1((-oo,/-))|rG7vU{±oo}},

and is closed under arbitrary unions and therefore includes SE .
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In general (3.6.11) cannot be strengthened to set equality. The difficulty is that for

some r1 it is possible that h(rx) < h(r) and yet no y g 7 exists for which h(rl) <

d(y) < h(r). In such a case (/,i = Ur and so /¡^((-oo, r1)) may not be in SEg.

Example 3.7. For 7 closed in 7?", let d: Y -» R1 be the restriction of the norm

function on 7?" to 7, i.e. d(y) = \\y\\. Since || • ||: R" -* 7?1 is continuous and closed

and 7is closed, dis continuous and closed. For a = infdl^H \y g 7}, let T = [a, oo)

and write h: T -* 7?1 for the inclusion map. Since d(Y) is closed in 7?, a = i/( .y,) for

some^ g 7.

If í7(7) = ||j>|| < r, d(y) g T and so </(>>) = h(d(y)) < r. For t g 7, </(jx) = a

< í = h(t). Therefore, conditions (3.6.1) and (3.6.2) are satisfied, accordingly (3.6.3)

defines a determining collection of sets in 7. For r > 0, let

7L={vG7?"||lv||<r},   ^-{>eÄ-|M-r},   N, = { y g R»\ \\y\\ < r ).

Then

G,= {yzY»\\\y\\<h(t) = t}=BinY.

Hence, if

Y=R"-Nt={y^R"\\\y\\>e},

then T = [e,oo), G, = {j|e < ||j|| < t) = B, - Ne and GE = 5e. Consequently, the

saturated open sets will be the sets Ur = {y\e ^\\y\\ < r) and the topology on T is

%g= {[e, r)|e<r< oo}.

Example 3.8. If in Example 3.7 7 = 7?"- {0}, 7 is no longer closed and neither

is d. However, (3.6.10) is satisfied since if U is an open neighborhood of d'l(t) = St,

there is an e > 0 satisfying

d-\[t,t + e))= {y\t<\\y\\<t + e}a U.

In this case

G, = Bl-{0} = {yp<\\y\\^t}

and the induced topology on Tconsists of the open sets ((0, i)P < t < oo}.

4. The two map induced functors. Our way of obtaining functors that satisfy the

abstract conditions of 1.1 is by use of SEg. Thus, we introduce map induced functors

g and gf satisfying 1.1 (which explains our use of the same notation, g). /: X -» 7

will invariably be a continuous, closed surjection of paracompact spaces while

{G,\t g T ) is a determining collection in 7 and T is endowed with the topology SEg.

Support families of closed supports are used throughout.

A presheaf over T for j/g y (7) is defined by

(4.1.1) U^T(G(U),si).

For V c (/, the restriction r^ of a section s in T(G(U), si) is the section s|G(F) in

T(G(V),si).

We assert that

(4.1.2) The presheaf (4.1.1) is a sheaf on T, denoted by g(si), with
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(4.1.2Xa)

T(U,g(si)) = r(G(U),ji)   for(/GSEg.

Let U = VUa for sets in SEg. If s g r(G((7), si) where s\G(Ua) = 0 for each a,

then s = 0 since G(U) = G(U(/a) = UG(Ua).

Assume for any arbitrary index, say a, sa g T(G(Ua), si) subject to

sa\G{uar>ub) = sb\G{uariUb).

For y g G(U),y g G(Ua) for some a. Write s(y) = sa(y). liy g G(Uh) also, then

>> G G(Ua) n G((/fc) = G(Ua n £/J

(see 2.5(b)). Thus, sa(y) = sb(y) and, accordingly, s is well defined. Since (G((/a)}

is an open cover of G(U), s g T(G(U), si) with i|G((/J = sa.

Suppose a: .s/-» á? is a sheaf homomorphism. For s^e T(G(U), si), the com-

position asu is a section in T(G(U), !%). Denote by a¡j the correspondence

T(G(U), si) -> T(G(U), 38) so defined. Clearly, {av\V g 5Eg} represents a pre-

sheaf homomorphism. Consequently, a induces a sheaf homomorphism g(a): g(j/)

-» g(âf). Thus, g is a functor from @(7) to ®(T) whose properties are made up of

l.l(a)-(c), according to

Proposition 4.2. (a) g is an additive, left exact covariant functor.

(b) g(si) is flabby whenever si is flabby.

(c) There is a natural equivalence T(Y, ■) -> T(T,g(-)).

Ad(a). Additivity and covariance are well-known consequences of the definition of

g(a). The left exactness is a consequence of (4.1.2)(a). Indeed, if

a ß

0 -> six -> si-* si2

is exact, so is

o - r(G((/), six) 31 r(G((/), j/) ^ r(G((/), j*2)

for (/ G SEg.

Ad(b). Let si be a flabby sheaf on 7 Since G((/) is open for U G SEg, if

iGr((/,g(^)) = r(G((/),^),

there is a section s' in T(r,g(j/)) = T(Y, si) with í'|G((/) = i. Hence, g(si) is

flabby.

Ad(c). For j^g y(Y),T(Y,si) = T(T, g(siy). If a: si-* 38 is a sheaf homomor-

phism in y (7), the diagram

r(y,j/)   =   r(7\g(j/))
i aK ig(o)

r(7,^)   =   r(r,g(^))

commutes since both vertical correspondences are defined by composing sections

with a. This establishes the natural equivalence in 4.2(c).
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For the closed, continuous surjection f: X -* Y and the determining collection

(G,|í g T], there is a corresponding collection of closed sets in X, namely

(4.3.1) {f-\G,)\teT}

associated with the relation gf: X -» T.

Proposition 4.3. The collection (4.3.1) is determining and the induced topology %g¡

on T coincides with SEg.

Indeed, 2.1(a) follows from the observation that/is continous and onto.

2.1(b)/"1(Gfi) nf-\Gh) =f-\Gh n G ) = /-1(UG/) = (Jf-\G,).
2.1(c) For an open neighborhood Vof f'\G,), let Vx = f(V ) .

Since/is closed, Vx is an open set which evidently includes G,. Hence, some open

neighborhood of G, of type Wx = UG/ is contained in Vx. Accordingly, W = f'l(Wx)

= \Jf'1(G¡) is an open saturated neighborhood of /_1(G,). It is easily verified that

Wcz V.

Let B be a closed subset of 7 with B  saturated. Then/^(7?)  is saturated, since

/-1(7i)" = /-1(^)=/-1(UG/) = U/-1(Gi).

Because/is onto, g(B) = gf(f'1(B)); hence, SEg c SEg/.

On the other hand, suppose B is a closed subset of X with B saturated. Thus/(7?)

is closed. If y e f(B) , then y = f(x) for some x e B . Then, x e f~1(Gl) c B for

some t, and since/is onto,

y<EGtczf(B)~.

Hence, f(B) G ® and therefore, SEg/ c SEg.

Consequently, gf determines a functor gf: 'S(X) -» @(T) also satisfying

l.l(a)-(c). With l.l(d)-(f) in mind, consider an/-cohomomorphism A: j/-> 38. For

F open in 7, there are homomorphisms

xK:r(F,j/)-r(/-1(F),^)

compatible with the restrictions. By replacing V with G(U), U g SE , we see that A

determines a presheaf homomorphism and, as a consequence, a sheaf homomor-

phism g(A): g(j/) -» g(^).

Diagram (1.1.2) leads to a commutative diagram

r(K,j*)      -Z      T{f-x(V),38)

I aV 1 Pf-x(V)

v(v,six)   -   riz-W.^i)

which in turn establishes (1.1.3) when V = f~l(U). Condition 1.1(f) is clear from the

definition of g(A).

We have demonstrated that g, gf is a functor pair of the type considered in §1.

Condition 2.1(c) asserts that the neighborhoods of the point t are determined by the

neighborhoods of the set Gt. This permits a determination of the stalks of the sheaf
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g(si) and ultimately those of the derived sheaf Jf(g, si). In the sequel U, denotes a

set in SEgcontaining?.

Proposition 4.4. (a) LT(G(Ut), si) s T(G„ si), whence g(si)(t) = Y(G„ si).

(b)Jtp(g,si)(t) = Hp(G„si).

Ad(a). The restriction homomorphisms yield homomorphisms

ru:T(G(Ut),si)^T(G!,si),

and the direct limit over the U, yields the homomorphism

(4.4.1) r,:LT{G(U!),si)^T(Gnsi).

Suppose s g T(G(Ut), si) satisfies s\G, = 0. For some neighborhood V of G,,

V c G(U,) and s\V = 0. By 2.5(d) a neighborhood (// exists with G((//) c V. For

U" = Ut n (//, í|G(í//') = 0 and therfore the equivalence class of s in LT(G(Ut), si)

is 0. Accordingly, r, is injective.

Let j e r(G„ i). Since 7 is paracompact and Gr is closed, s extends to a

neighborhood F of G,. Again, by 2.5(d) s extends to a G(Ut), whence r, is surjective.

It should be noted that the left side of (4.4.1) is g(si)(t).

Ad(b). The relation

(4.4.2) U -» Hp{G(U),si)

for U g %g defines a presheaf on T.

For V c (/,

/*: Hp(G{U), si) -» 7F(G(F), j/),
c

where /: G(F) -> G((/), is the restriction homomorphism for this presheaf. We

assert:

(4.4.3) Jtp(g, si) is the sheaf generated by the presheaf (4.4.2).

Indeed, for the flabby resolution (1.2.1) and (/ g SEg,

(4.4.4) 0-*si\G(U) -+ V°\G(U) -+ Vl\G(U) -»   • ■

is a flabby resolution of si\G(U). The corresponding sequence of sections is

(4.4.5) r(G((7), <r°) -» T(G(U), V1) ->• • • •

and Hp(G(U), si) = HP(T(G(U), <€*)). The functor taking presheaves to their

associated sheaves is exact and therefore commutes with the cohomology functor.

Consequently, the sheaf associated with (4.4.2) is the cohomology of the chain

complex of sheaves generated by the presheaves in (4.4.5) (namely U -*

Y(G(U),%P)). But T(G(U),<ëp)= r(U,g(Vp)), whence (4.4.5) yields the chain

complex

r(f/,g(^0)) - r((/,g(^)) - r{u,g(v2)) - • • •.

Thus (4.4.3) is a consequence of (1.2.3). Similar results hold for gf according to 4.3.

The paracompactness of 7 ensures that

J*|G,-» V°\G, -» tf'lG,-» •••
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is a soft resolution of si\G,. The combination of 4.4(a), (4.4.3) and the exactness of

the direct limit functor leads to

H»(G„ si) = H»(T(G„ V*)) = Hp{LT{G{U,), V*))

= LHp{T{G{Ut), <<?*)) = LH»(G(U,), si) = Jtp(g, si)(t).

This verifies 4.4 (b).

For B c 7, let/B = f\f-\B): f~\B) -+ B. Since f*si\f~\B) = f*si\B, there is
an /B-cohomorphism

tB:si\B^f*si\f-\B)

and a corresponding homomorphism

rB:H*{B,si)-*H*{f-l{B),f*si).

(Observe that \pY and ^* are the functions ^ and <|>* in (1.5.1) and (1.5.2).)

The inclusion map iB: B -» 7 determines an i'fl-cohomomorphismj^-> /a(^) =

(4.5.1) The corresponding homomorphism of sections

T(U, si) -+ T{U n B, si\U n B)

is merely the restriction homomorphism. Clearly, the following diagram commutes,

since ///-1(B) = iBfB'-

H*{Y,si) ^ H*(B,si)

(4.5.2) ir m

H*{X,f*si)     T    H*{f-\B),f*si)

The restriction to B induces a chain map

r(7,si)   ^   r(7,^°)   -*   rx^sf1)   ^---

(4.5.3) irf lr* Irf

T{B,si)     -+     T(B,<#°)     -*     riB,«'1)     ^---

using the flabby resolution (1.2.1). When B is either open or closed 0 -*si\B -»

<g°\B -+ <€X\B -» • • - is either a flabby or a soft resolution, (4.5.3) determines a

homomorphism r¿: H*(Y, si) -* H*(B, si). From (4.5.1) follows

(4.5.4) i% = r*.

Proposition 4.6. The following diagram commutes:

•*"(g.-«O(0        ^ H"(Gnsi)

WHO m,

Jt"(gí, f*si)(t)      -     T/^/^ÍG,),/*^)

(Cf. 4.4 (b) applied to both g and gf.)
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For í g U g SE  and inclusions i and/,g

f-\G.)      i     f-\G(U))

i fc, 1 Ig(U)

G, - G(U)

commutes. From this information and from (4.5.2) and (4.5.4) we infer that the

diagram

H"(G(U),si) (,ii Hq(G„si)

i 4>G(U) i "fis,

Hq(f-l(G(U)),f*si)     (2*     Hq{f-\Gt),f*si)

commutes. Accordingly:

Jf">(g, si)(t)       = LH"{G{Ut),si) ^ Hq(G„si)

¿ «(*)*(') 1%) ¿*£,

Jf(gi,f*Ji)(t)     =     /^(/-^(i/,)),/*^)      -     H'if-^G^rj*)

Proposition 4.6 implies the central result:

4.7. For any t, ypc 's a monomorphism, epimorphism, or an isomorphism if and only

ifg($)*(t) is of the same type.

The difficulty alluded to in the introduction, namely the satisfaction of S2, [7], by

the presheaf for g(A) is circumvented by the introduction of SEg. The crucial

property in this regard is 2.5(b), as is evidenced in the course of the demonstration of

(4.1.2). Moreover (cf. 2.5(b)), if Ux n U2 = 0, then G(UX) n G((/2) = 0. Conse-

quently, when G, n G, =* 0, tx and t2 cannot be separated by disjoint open sets in

SEg, thus SEg is not Hausdorff whenever the determining collection contains two

overlapping sets.

Remark that although 2.1(c) implies

(4.8.1) riG(i/,) = G„

(4.8.1) cannot substitute for 2.1(c). In particular, (4.8.1) is not sufficient to guarantee

4.4. For instance, in Example 3.5, let si be the sheaf on R1 whose stalks are

0 ifxCK,
/2={0,1}     ifxGF.

Then H°(J, si) = T(J, si) = ®jJ2, the direct sum of a denumerable number of

copies of J2.

For e > 0, let 7E be the open interval (-e,e) and for n g /, let n + Ie be the

translation of 7£. For e < 1/2, / + Ie is the disjoint union of the set {n + Ie\n g J}.
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If U = U J + t is an open saturated set, then U = J + U. Hence, for some e,

0 < e < 1/2,

(4.8.2) J + 7£ c U.

Denote/ + 7£ by We. For some bound K, 7E c 7£n if and only if \n\ < K. Since si is 0

in the complement of V = U„ey n + 7£,

,      (0     if \n\>K,
r(-+/..^)-{/a lf¡„¡^.

Consequently,

2a:+i

(4.8.3) T(Wt,s/)=   0 J2.
i=i

From U„ = g(*F£~)~ G 33g follows G(Ue) = We. By (4.8.2), {G((/c)|0 < e < 1/2} is
cofinal in {G((/)|0 g (/ g Zg} and by (4.8.3)

77°(G(c/),^)= ®y2
;=i

for some finite m. Consequently

Jf°(g,si)(0)=      L     H°{G(Ue),si)
0<e<l/2

is the weak direct sum (BJVJ2- Thus

Jf°(g, j*)(0) * 77°(G0, si) = 77°(/, si).

Yetn{G(i/)|0 e Ge*g) = G0 = /because

n g((/£)= n /+/.-/.
0<e<l/2 0<c<l/2

5. The spectral equivalences. Throughout this section all sets are understood to be

groups and all functions are homomorphisms. Moreover, assume that

(5.1.1) {Xprq,4>*}: {Epq,E*} -» {Ëpq,Ê*}

and that (cf. 1.7)

(5.1.2) Efi = T^ = 0   for/7 < 0 or q < 0.

According to (5.1.2) both homomorphisms

dr d,
£p-r.q + r-X __> gpq _, £p + r.q-r+X

are trivial for sufficiently large r, whence

(5.1.3) Epq s E¿."   for such/-.
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Since the homomorphisms Xpq commute with the dr homomorphisms and are

compatible with the identifications (1.6.1),

Epq = Epq

(5.1.4) m«        i\pj

Êpq        *      Êpq

Set C" = ©("_or(r, 38''"-') with filtration Ff = ©f"_  T(T, 38''"-'), whence

commutes for large r

set c" = e;=0r(
FpC" = 0 for/j > n. The target H"(C*) of the spectral sequence Epq is filtered by

FpHn(C*) = Im a*: H"(FpC*) -* H"(C*),

where a is the inclusion map T^C* c C*. Consequently,

(5.1.5) FpE" = FpH"(C*) = 0   forp>n.

Similar conclusions are available for {£/"?, £*}.

Lemma 5.2. Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows:

a ß

0      -»      vi        -»        Ti        -»        C^O

1 / Ig I A
«i A

0    -»     4,      -*     5j      -»      Cj     -»    0

5.2(a) If fand h are injective, so is g.

5.2(b) If fand h are surjective, so is g.

5.2(c) If fand h are isomorphisms, so is g.

The verifications are obvious.

The filtration preserving homomorphism ip": E" -* E" of 1.6 induces homomor-

phisms il>"p: FpE" -» FpÊ" sxnd

rp:FpE"/Fp+xE"^FpÊ"/Fp + xÊ".

Corollary 5.3. Assume the filtrations on E" and Ê" satisfy (5.1.5). For each n, if

■ipp is (a) injective, (b) surjective, (c) bijective for every p, then yp" is (a) injective, (b)

surjective, (c) bijective.

Consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows:

0     -     Fp+XE"     -     FpE"
FpE"

F      F"

(5.3.1) irP+i u; i+;

fpê"
Fp+XE"     -     FpE"

For (a) assume each ^ is one-to-one. By (5.1.5), Fn+1E" = Fn+lE" = 0, hence $" + x

is injective too.
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An application of 5.2(a) shows \f/" is injective. An induction argument using 5.2(a)

again establishes that $" is injective for all p. Then from

E" = [jFpE",   Ê" = \jFpÊ"
p p

and

V = \JVp:{jFpE"^{jFpË»
p        p p

we infer that \p" is injective also.

The same line of reasoning starting with 5.2(b) yields 5.3(b). Assertion 5.3(c)

follows directly from 5.3(a) and (b).

Lemma 5.4. For the commutative diagram

d d'
A        ->        B        ->        C

(5.4.1) I« iß i Y
di di

Ax       -       Bx       -       Cx

where d'd = d[dx = 0, define H = kerd'/lmd, Hx = ker d'x/lm dx and let ß*:

H -* Hx be the induced homomorphism. Then:

5.4(a) ß* is onto whenever ß is onto and y is one-to-one.

5.4(b) ß* is one-to-one whenever a is onto and ß is one-to-one, and

5.4(c) ß* is an isomorphism whenever ß is an isomorphism, y is one-to-one and a is

onto.

Ad(a). If (bx) g 77,, bx = ß(b) for some b since ß is onto. Thus

yd'(b) = d[ß(b) = d[(bx) = 0,

and so, since y is one-to-one, d'(b) = 0. Therefore,  (b) g 77 and ß*((b)) =

(ß(b)) = (bx), i.e. ß* is onto.

Ad(b). If (b) g 77 with/?*(£>) = 0, then ß(b) g Im dx, and so ß(b) = dx(ax) ior

ax g Ax. Since a is onto, a(a) = ax for a g yl and

jM(fl) = ^(a) = rf^) - ß(b).

By the injectivity of ß, d(a) = 6 and thus (b) = 0 in 77. In sum, /J* is one-to-one.

Clearly, 5.4(c) is a direct consequence of (a) and (b).

The underlying plan for the proof of the next theorem is patterned on that for a

somewhat analogous situation in [2]. However, the introduction of diagram (5.5.1)

allows a more direct presentation.

Let \p*: E* -> Ê* be a homomorphism of graded groups. Fix integers n < N. If

\j/p is an isomorphism for n < p < TV, ̂ is an («, N) homomorphism. If, in addition,

»//" is surjective or i^ is injective, then \p is an [n, N) or («, N] homomorphism

respectively. The symbol [n, N] connotes satisfaction of both conditions. This

terminology is extended to a homomorphism Xpq: Epq -* Êpq where the conditions

of Xprq are imposed under the restriction n<p + q<N or p + q = n or p + q = N.
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Theorem 5.5. Let {Xp.q, 4>*}, {E,pq, E*} -* {Êpq, Ê*} for which Epq = Êpq = 0
if p < 0 or q < 0. Assume for fixed integers n < TV that:

5.5(a) A2"' is an isomorphism whenever n < p + q < TV,

5.5(b) Xp2q is surjective whenever p + q = n, and

5.5(c) Xp2q is injective for p + q = TV and q < TV - 2.

77?e« ̂ * /i an [«, /V) homomorphism.

Furthermore, if

5.5(d) Ai'' is injective for p + q = TV, /Tien ̂ * « a« [n, TV] homomorphism.

The demonstration consists of evident application of Lemma 5.4 to

f?p-r,q + r-l _>        £pq _^       £?p + r,q-r+X

(5.5.1) 1 a;.' ''•?+'-1 i\pi i a;"''-""'"1

£p-r.q + r-X _,        £■/)</ _,        gp + r.q-r+X

for 2 < r. X?~r><?+r~\ Af and Af + ri "r+1 are referred to as the first, second and

third Xr respectively.

An induction argument will show that assumptions (a)-(c), or (a), (b) and (d),

imply their counterparts for XPq where r > 2. Accordingly, we stipulate that the

conditions are satisfied for r by {Xpq} and then show they are satisfied by {Xplx}.

For n < p + q < N,

n < (p + r) +(q - r + 1) < TV   and   n < (p - r) +(q + r - 1) < TV,

whence the first A,, in (5.5.1) is surjective and the second is bijective. Therefore,

(Xprq)* = Xprqx is injective by 5.4(b). If p + q < TV - 1, the third Xr is bijective and

so by 5.4(a) XPqx is surjective. Up + q = N-l and ç - r + 1 < TV - 2, the third

Xr is injective and again XPqx is surjective. Finally, ifp + q = N-l and a - r + 1

> TV - 2, then /j < 0 and Af* [ is surjective because Epq = Epq = 0. Accordingly,

A£? j is an isomorphism whenever n < p + q < TV.

For jP + o = n, XPq is surjective and XP + r-q~r+1 is injective. (Note, when /? + <? +

1 = TV, either q - r + 1 <TV-2or/7<0.) Accordingly, XPlx is surjective.

If /? + q = TV, then n^p + q-l<N. Thus A^'<' + '_1 is surjective and Xpq is

injective (provided further that q < TV - 2 for condition (c)), whence A^, is

injective. This completes the inductive step.

Next, according to (5.1.4), X™ satisfies 5.5(a), (b) and (c) or 5.5(a), (b) and (d)

whenever these conditions are satisfied by Xpq, r ^ 2. Hence, bearing in mind (1.6.2),

\¡/pq is an isomorphism for n < p + q < TV, a surjection for p + q = n and, under

assumption 5.5(d), an injection for p + q = TV. An application of Corollary 5.3

completes the demonstration.

Theorem 5.6. Under the basic assumptions of Theorem 5.5, //

5.6(a) Xp2q is surjective for n^p + q<N + p and 0 < p,

5.6(b) Xp2q is injective for n<p + q<N + p and 1 < p, and

5.6(c) \¡/q is an [n, TV] homomorphism,

then

5.6(d) X°2q is an[n, TV] homomorphism and

5.6(e) A1^ is an [n — 1, TV) homomorphism.
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The technique of proof is probably aptly described as " up the ladder and down

again." The information about Af embodied in 5.6(a) and (b) is carried up to the

X™ level in Step 1. In Step 2 this is combined with 5.6(c). These results are then

brought back to the r = 2 level to establish 5.6(d) and (e) in Step 3.

Step 1. Using induction on r we show that

Xpq is surjective if n^p + q<N + p and/7 > 0,

XPq is injective if n<p + q<N + p-r + 2 and p > r.

Note (5.6.1) is valid by hypothesis when r = 2. Assume (5.6.1) holds for r. Proceed

from diagram (5.5.1). For n^p + q<N + p and 0 < p, Xprq is surjective and

^p+r.q-r+x is mjective) thus A^| j is surjective by 5.4(a). If

n < p + q < TV + p - (r + 1) + 2 = TV + p - r + 1

and r + 1 < p, then

n<p + q<N+p-r + 2,       r^p,

and so Xprq is injective. Furthermore, n ^ p + q - \ < TV + (p - r) and 0 < p - r,

so Xp-r'q+l'-ï is surjective. Consequently, Xplx is injective.

Step 2. Next we show that

(5.6.2) A£? is an epimorphism if n «s p + q < TV or if p + q = TV and/? > 0,

(5.6.3) X™ is a monomorphism if n < p + q < TV.

In the notation of 5.3,

FpEk/Fp+xEk = Ep'k~p = 0   for/? < 0,

and so F0Ek = Ek; similarly F0Êk = Èk. Consider the commutative diagram:

Eq        _>     Eq/FxEq     s     £°?

ir i 1 *°=?

Ë"        -+     Ëq/FxËq     =     7^

For n ^ q < N,\pq is surjective by 5.6(c) and, therefore, so is A0^.

For/7 > 0, (5.6.2) follows from Step 1 and (5.1.4).

Now, suppose n < p + q < TV. Since \pp+q is injective,

(5.6.4) 4>p+q: FpEp+q -> FpËp+q   is injective.

There is a commutative diagram with

0     -+     Fp+xEp+q     -

(5.6.5) U£f

0     -     F,+1£'+«     -

By (5.6.1) A£.? is surjective for n < p + q ^ N and /> > 0. For k = p + q fixed, with

n < k ^ N, i¡/kp+x is surjective for p ^ k by (5.1.5). Thus in view of 5.2(b) »//* is

surjective. Induction, reducing/», establishes that typ+q is a surjection for/7 > 0 and

exact rows:

p pp + q      _>      fpq
p 00

H;+« I ai"i

FpEp+q     -»      ££«
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n < p + q < TV. Return to diagram (5.6.5) for n < p + q ^ TV and/7 > 0 to conclude

that ^/r+f is surjective and, by (5.6.4), that \pp+q is injective. Diagram chasing

verifies that XPJ is injective. This disposes of (5.6.3).

Step 3. For r > 2 we show that

A£? is an epimorphism if n ^ p + q < N
(5.6.6)

or p + q = N and /> > 0, and is a monomorphism if « < p + q < TV.

In particular, this establishes 5.6(d) and (e) when/7 = 0 and/7 = 1 respectively.

In view of (5.6.2) and (5.1.4), condition (5.6.6) is valid for sufficiently large r. The

proof is completed by downward induction on r for (5.6.6) when r > 2. Thus

assume:

(a) Xplx is surjective for n ^ p + q < N orp + q = N and/7 > 0,

(b) XPlx is injective for n < p + q < TV,

(c) A£? is surjective for«</7 + a<TV-t-/7 and p > 0, and

(d) A^"7 is injective for«</7 + a<TV + /7-r + 2 and p> r,

where (c) and (d) were established in Step 1. To show (a) for Xpq it is sufficient, by

reason of (c), to take/7 = 0 and n < q < TV. In the commutative diagram

Q        _>        £0q _J £r,q-r+X _^ £2r,q-2r+2

1 « 1 ß i Y

0        -»        fû* -* E"'q-r+1 -» £2r,q-2r+2

where a = A0/, a* = X°«+1, /i = Ar;"-r+1, /J* = Ar;«7+1 and y = A2/'^2^2,

(e) a* is surjective by (a),

(f) /? is surjective by (c), since «<a + l<TV+l<TV + r and r > 0,

(g) /?* is injective by (b), and

(h) y is injective by (d), since

n < q + 2 < TV + 2 < TV +(2r) - r + 2   and   2r>r.

We show that a is an epimorphism. For x g E,q, dr(x) = ß(y) by (f). Since

yd'r(y) = d'rß(y) = d'rdr(x) = 0,

d'r(y) = 0 by (h). Consequently, (y) g H(Er/q-r+l) and /3*(y) = (d,(*)) = 0.

Therefore, by (g), (y) = 0 and soy = í7,.(z) for some z g 7sr0<?. Now

d,(x - a(z)) = d,(x) - dra(z) = /j(y) - ßdr(z) = 0.

Hence

x - a(z) g ker(dr) = H(Ê?q)

and so x - a(z) = a(w) by (e), where w g H(E°q) = ker(dr). Consequently, x =

a(z + w); this is to say a is onto.
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To establish (b) for Xpq, take n < p + q ^ N. \f p ^ r, n<p + q<N + \<N

+ p - r + 2 and (d) implies Xpq is one-to-one. For/7 < r, consider the commutative

diagram

0     -»     Epq     ->      Ep + r'q-r+l

[a iß

0     ->     Êpq     -4      Êp+r'"-r+l

where a = A?", a* = Xpix and /J = ap + '-</-'+i and £/>-'•</+'-1 = £j-r.»+i-i = ^

since/? < r. By (b) and (d) we know

(i) a* is a monomorphism and

(j) /? is a monomorphism,

since rt</7 + </+l<TV+l <N + (p + r)-r + 2 and p + r ^ r. (We assume

/7 ̂  0 noting a is clearly one-to-one if p < 0.) Choose x g Epq so that a(x) = 0.

Then dr(x) = 0 by (j) because ß dr(x) = a>(.x) = 0. Hence, x g Ker(dr) = 77(£/"')

satisfies a*(x) = 0 and so by (i), x = 0. Consequently, a is one-to-one. This

completes Step 3 and the proof of the theorem.

6. Direct and inverse Vietoris-Begle type theorems. We introduce some convenient

terminology. A not necessarily proper subset B of 7 is a q-nonsingular set (with

respect to/) provided

rB:Hq(B,si)^Hq{f-l(B),f*si)

is an isomorphism. Otherwise, B is a q-singular set. If « < TV and ß is a a-nonsingu-

lar set for n < q < TV, then 7? is an (n, TV) nonsingular set. Hence, B is an (n, TV)

singular set whenever B is a-singular for some q, n < q < TV. If B is an (n, w)

nonsingular set, and if, in addition

(1) 77"(ß, si) -> H"(f~l(B), f*si) is onto, or

(2) HN(B, si) -* HN(f-\B), f*si) is one-to-one, or

(3) both (1) and (2) are valid,

then B is (1) [n, TV) nonsingular, (2) (n, TV] nonsingular, or (3) [n, TV] nonsingular,

respectively. This terminology may be extended to points in /. Thus, t is («, TV)

nonsingular provided B = G, is (n, TV) nonsingular.

Definition 6.1. The relative cohomological dimension of the subset M of T is

dimr(M) = min{« > OITY^r, si) = 0 for every K > n and every sheaf si con-

centrated on M}, if M =h 0, and dimr(<i>) = -oo.

We borrow Lemma 2 of [2], whose proof depends only on the dimension property

used in 6.1, and state it as

Proposition 6.2. Let six and si2 be sheaves on T topologized by SE and a:

six —> si2 be a sheaf homomorphism. If the kernel and cokernel of a are concentrated

on sets of relative cohomological dimension < n, then the induced homomorphism

a*: Hp(T,six) ^ Hp(T,si2)

is an isomorphism for p > n and an epimorphism for p = n. Furthermore, if a is

surjective, then a* is an isomorphism for n = p.
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For q > 0 define

Mq= {t\^*G: Hq( G„ si) ^ Hq{ f~x( Gt), f*si) is not bijective),

the set of a-singular ponts in T, and dq = dim^M^.

Theorem 6.3. If, for n < TV,

(6.3)(a) 1 + dq + q < n   forO < a < TV,

then \p*: H*(Y, si) -* H*( X, f*si) is an [«, TV) homomorphism.

Furthermore, if

(6.3)(b) rG,: HN(G„ si) - HN{f-\Gty f*si)

is injective for every t, then ip* is an [n, TV] homomorphism.

It may be noted that (6.3)(a) is equivalent to

(6.3.1)(a) \pc is an (n - 1, TV) homomorphism for every t, and (b) dq < n - q - 1

forO «s q < n - 1.
Hence, to insure that ^* is an [n, TV) homomorphism, it is sufficient that every 4>g,

be an isomorphism in the n < q < TV range and that the dimension of each set of

a-singular values in T be sufficiently small in the 0 < q < n - 1 range.

The first part of 6.3 is proved by an application of 5.5(a)-(c). According to 4.7,

(6.3.2) g(^)*(t):^q(g,si)(t)^Jfq(gi,f*Ji)(t)

is an isomorphism if and only if \p£ is one. Clearly, then the kernel and cokernel of

g(\p)* are concentrated on Mq. Consequently, by Proposition 6.2

(6.3.3) Xp2q: HP{T, Jtq(g, si)) ^ HP(T, Jtq{gi, f*si))

is an isomorphism for p > dq + 1 and an epimorphism for p = d  + 1.

Let n < p + q < TV. If o > TV, p < 0 and so Xp2q is an isomorphism, and if

a«STV-l, /?>/j-fl^l+o'by 6.3(a); thus Xp2q is an isomorphism by (6.3.3). If

p + q = TV and q < TV - 1,

dq+l^n-q=p-(N-n)<p

and therefore, A^? is an isomorphism again. For p + q = n; if q > n, then P < 0,

and if q < «, then d+l^n-q = p. In either case Af is an epimorphism.

Consequently, conditions 5.5(a)-(c) are established and thus 4>* is an [n,N)

homomorphism.

The other assertion of the theorem is established by showing that (6.3)(b) implies

5.5(d). Indeed, for p + q = TV, Xp2q is an isomorphism if either q < TV - 1 (as above)

or q > TV (since p < 0). The case q = TV and /7 = 0 still remains. Since (6.3)(b)

implies that (6.3.2) is injective for q = TV,

0 -» r(7\ Jf "(g, j/)) = 77°(r, Jf "(g, si))

^ r(/, Jf "(gf, f*si)) = H°(T, JfN(g\, f*si))

is exact and therefore X°2N: E2N -» ¿20A/ is one-to-one. This completes the proof of

the theorem.
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The following corollary to Theorem 6.3 ensues on taking n = -1.

Corollary 6.4. If

(6.4.1) rGi: Hq(G„ si) - Hq{f~l(G,), f*si)

is an isomorphism for 0 < q < TV and every t, then <//*: Hq(Y, si) -» Hq(X, f*si) is

an isomorphism for 0 < q < TV - 1. Furthermore, if (6.4.1) is one-to-one for q = TV

a«(/ eoery f, ?/ie« ̂ * is a monomorphism for q '= TV.

An inference from Example 3.1, for g a continuous, closed surjection, is that

Theorem 6.3 reduces to [2, Theorem 3]. (Superficially, it may appear that 6.3 is

stronger in this case also since [2] carries the added assumption that / is paracom-

pact. However, the fact that 7 is paracompact, together with the conditions placed

upon g imply that T is paracompact too [9].)

In Theorem 6.3 for each TV, the value of n may be computed from

n = max{l + dq + q\0 < q < N)

and the theorem applies whenever n < TV.

In the Vietoris-Begle theorem the points of 7 are nonsingular. While in our

generalized variations the sets g_1(0 are nonsingular, though they need not be free

of singular points. This is evidenced in the following example for constant sheaves

and A an abelian group.

Example 6.5. Let CS2 denote the cone on S2, S2 x [1/2,1] with S2 x 1

identified to a point, and let 251 denote the unreduced suspension of Sl formed by

collapsing the roof and floor of S1 x [0,1] to distinct points. A point in S2 X 1/2 c

CS2 and a point in S1 X 1/2 c ES1, are identified to give the wedge product

X = CS2 v ES1. Here, and through (6.5.4), 7 = [0,1]. The projection /: X -* 7,

defined byf(x, t) = t, is a continuous, closed surjection.

Since X contracts to ES1 ~ S2,

H°(X, A) = H2(X, A) = H°(Y, A) = A

and the remaining cohomology groups are trivial. Thus \p*: H*(Y, A) -* H*(X, A)

is a [3, TV) homomorphism (in fact, a (2, TV) homomorphism).

(6.5.1). Let T = Y and let g be the identity map, then G, = {/} and SEg is the

usual topology on [0,1]. For this case

Mq= {t\Hq(f~x(t),si) #0}    for0<a

and MQ = {t\f\t) is not connected}. Since f~\t) = S1 if 0 < t < l/2,/_1(0 =

S1 U S2 if 1/2 <t < l,f-\l/2) = S1 v S2 and/'^O or 1) = point,

MQ = (1/2,1),   Mx = (0,1)    and   M2 = [1/2,1).

Consequently, d0 = dx = d2 = 1 and dq = -oo for q > 2. Hence, for TV > 3

n =      max    1 + d  + q = 4.
Otiq<N~l

Accordingly, Theorem 6.3 is not optimal for this relation.

(6.5.2). Next let T = [0,1/4], G, = {t} for 0 < t < 1/4 and G1/4 = [1/4,1]. The

collection {G,\t g T) is determining and SEg is the usual topology on T. The set
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f-\Gx/4) is contractible and/_1(G,) = S1 for 0 < t < 1/4. Thus, M0 = 0, Mx =

(0,1/4) and Mq = 0 for a > 2. Hence, rf, = 1 and n = 3. In this case, then,

Theorem 6.3 yields the expected results.

(6.5.3). Let T= {1,2,3}, Gx = [0,1/4], G2 = {1/4} and G3 = [1/4,1]. The col-

lection {GX,G2,G3} satisfies 2.1(a)-(c) but not 2.1(d). These sets result from the

closed relation in 7 x 7,

/0     if0</<l/4,

g(t) = I Y    if/= 1/4,
[1     if 1/4 < f < 1.

Since/-1(G1)and/-1(G3) are contractible and/_1(G2) = S\M1 = {2} andMq = 0

for q # 1. The only open saturated set is 7, thus SEg is the indiscrete topology on T.

Consequently, every sheaf on T is flabby, and so every subset has relative cohomo-

logical dimension 0. This implies dx = 0 and dq = -oo for q + 1, whence n = 2. In

this case the results of 6.3 are too good, in fact false. Thus, Theorem 6.3 is invalid for

sets satisfying 2.1(a)-(c) only. These restrictions meet the conditions in [5], but not

the additional ones of [1, Theorem 9.1], and point to the necessity of some further

assumptions like those in the present work or in [1] to extend results of the type in [5

or 6] to the [n, TV] range, even for constant sheaves.

(6.5.4). For T = [0,1/4], G, = [t,l] for 0 < t < 1/4 and G0 = {0}. Again, the

collection satisfies 2.1(a)-(c) but not 2.1(d). Every f~1(Gt) contracts to a point and

so

f*:H«{G1,A)^H«{f-\Gl),f*A)

is an isomorphism for every q and every t, yet 77*(7, A) and H*(X, f*A) are not

isomorphic. Hence, 2.1(a)-(c) are not sufficient for the validity of Corollary 6.4.

These sets result from a relation on 7 x 7, namely

Z(0,1]     if 1/4 < / < 1,

g(t) = l(0,t)     ifO < í < 1/4,
1(0}       if f = 0,

but this relation is not closed. Hence the conditions of [5] are not satisfied either.

The "strong" converse of the Vietoris-Begle theorem, namely that isomorphisms

on the total spaces imply isomorphisms on the sets G„ is easily seen to be false. A

weak converse theorem will, however, be established. Compare [2, Theorem 4].

Definition 6.6. An M c T is a z-set if, for every nontrivial sheaf si on T

concentrated on M, H°(T, si) # 0.

Example 6.7. Let M be a subset of T such that for every pair (K,U) where U is

open in T and K is closed in (/, and for t g K c M n U there is an open set V with

(6.7.1) íGFcFcí/   and   dVnK=0.

Then M is a z-set.

Let si be concentrated on M and let si,, =t 0 for some /' g M. Then there is an

open set U in T and a section s on U such that s(t') # 0. Hence the support K = \s\
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is closed in U and í'eícMn U. For the open set V satisfying (6.7.1), define sx:

T ^ si by

js(t)     foriGF,
sx(t) =

\0        forre V .

Since V C\V = dV and dV OK = 0, s, is well defined and continuous. Further-

more, sx(t') = j(f') # 0 and so s, is a nonzero member of T(T, si) = H°(T, si).

Consequently, M is a z-set.

This example suggests, when T is paracompact and M has zero relative covering

dimension, that M is a z-set. However, in our work, the z-sets enter in T under the

topology SE . The following example exhibits a non-z set, M, with dimr(M) = 0.

Example 6.8. Let T= {a, b) with topology {<#>, {a},T} and M = {a}. This

topology enters, for example, when Ga is a clopen set in 7 and Gh = 7 Let si be

concentrated on M. Thus sia = 77, an Abelian group, and sih = 0. Since the support

of any section in T(T, si) is closed in T,

H°(T,ji) = Y(T,si) = 0.

Consequently, M is not a z-set. Observe Y(M, si) = H.

Let 3~° denote the flabby sheaf of serrations into si, with presheaf ¿T°( M) = 77

and &~°(T) = 77 where the restriction homomorphism r^: 77 -* 77 is the identity.

Consequently, we may identify each stalk ST® and $~h° with H, so the sections in

T(T, $~°) are the constant functions. The inclusion i: sé'-* ^"° arises from the

presheaf homomorphisms T(M, si) -* $~°(M), the identity homomorphism, and

T(T, si) = 0 -> $~°(T). Hence the sheaf J'1 = y°/siis concentrated on the closed

set {b}, where^ = 77. Since {a} and T are the only nontrivial open sets in /, ^"1

is clearly flabby. Therefore,

(6.8.1) O-»^-*^0-^1 ^0

is a flabby resolution of si. The cohomology of si is determined by the chain

complex

o -» r(r,F0) J-*Y(T,yl)^$^o^

hence H"(T, si) = 0 for n > 1. A section s e Y(T, STV) is of the form s(a) = 0,

s(b) = x g 77 and is the image under/* of the section s'(a) = s'(b) = x. Conse-

quently,/* is surjective whence Hl(T, si) = 0. Since j/represents an arbitrary sheaf

concentrated on M, dimrM = 0.

The next theorem continues the notation of Theorem 6.3.

Theorem 6.9. For integers n < N suppose that

(6.9.1) dq + q + 1 < n   forO < q < n - 1,

(6.9.2) Mq is a z-set and dq < 0 for n < q < N,

(6.9.3) 4>*: Hq(Y, si) -* Hq(X,f*si) is an [n, TV] homomorphism.
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Then

t*G'.Hq(Gnsi)^Hq(f-l(G,),f*si)

is an [n, TV ) homomorphism for all t.

Furthermore, if

(6.9.4)    KN = {ffo£,: HN(G„ si) -» HN{f~1(Gt),f*si) is not injective]

is a z-set, then KN = 0. Hence in this case \pG is an[n, TV] homomorphism for all t.

First we verify 5.6(a)-(c), and therefore 5.6(d) and (e), in the present situation.

For p + q = n and p > 0, dq^n-q-l<pby (6.9.1). Again (cf. 6.3) the kernel

and cokernel of g(ip)* are concentrated on M . Proposition 6.2 is the authority for

the assertion that

Xpq: Hp{T, Jtq(g, si)) - Hp{T,Jtq(gi, f*si))

is an epimorphism.

For n < q < TV, dim^M^) < 0 (6.9.2) and so Xl$ is onto also. Therefore, Xp2q is a

surjection if p + q = n and p > 0, or if n < p + q < N + p and p = 1.

Now consider n<p + q<N + p,p>\ and thus q < TV. For 0 «s q < n - 1,

¿i?<«-fl-l</7-l

and for « < a < TV, a*  < 0 < /7 - 1. Accordingly, A^? is an isomorphism and

implies assertions 5.6(a) and (b), while 5.6(c) is merely the hypothesis (6.9.3).

Define

Kq = {t\x¡,Ci: Hq(G„ si) -» Hq(f-l(G,), f*si) is not injective),

a subset of Mq. Then according to (6.9.2), Kq is a z-set for n < q < TV and also for

q = TV under assumption (6.9.4). If n < q < TV and

#= Kerg(^)*:^9(g, j/)-» Ji"«(gf,/*j/),

then â? is concentrated on TC^. The exact sequence

0 -» á? -^ JP'te, j* ) -» JT«(gf, /*j* )

determines an exact sequence

■» \°i
0 -* 77°(7, 38) '-* H°(T, Jtq(g, si)) 4 770(7", Ji"«(gf, /*J*0).

Hence Im /* = 0, bearing in mind that Aü29 is one-to-one by 5.6(d). Therefore

77°(r, 38) = 0 and, since 38 is concentrated on a z-set, 38 = 0. Consequently, g(^)*

is a monomorphism and thus, according to 4.7, \f/c is a monomorphism for all t.

Suppose for n < q < TV, that

38 = coker g( ^ )* : JÉ"(g, j* ) -» Jf ?(gf, /*■* )
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which is concentrated on the z-set Mq. For J= \m(g(\p)*), the exact sequence

0 -> ./-> Jtq(gi, f*si) -» 38 -* 0 induces the long exact cohomology sequence

0 -» 77°(r, J) -i 77°(r, ^"(gf, f*si)) ^ H°(T, 38)

i Hl(T, J) ^ Hl{T, Jtq(gi, f*si)).

From the factorization of g(<//)*

and the observation that

A0/: H°(T, Jtq{g, si)) -* H°(T, Jtq(gf, f*si))

is onto (5.6(d)), follows that a is onto. Accordingly, 5 is a monomorphism.

Next the composition

H\T, Jfq{g, si)) $ Hl(T, J) i H\T, Jtq{gi, f*si))

is the bijection A1! (5.6(e)). Since /': Jtq(g, j/) -* ./is an isomorphism except on the

set Mq of dimension < 0, /'* is onto and therefore y is injective. Hence, 8 is the zero

homomorphism, which establishes that 770(7", 38) = Q. Consequently, 38 = 0 and so

\j/G is an epimorphism for all t.

7. The Vietoris-Begle theorem for a relation. The hypotheses of Theorem 6.3

involve hypotheses on the [0, TV) singularities which have found expression as

dimensional restrictions on the singular sets in T. For reasons mentioned earlier such

dimensional restrictions may be difficult to verify. We seek therefore to replace T

conditions by conditions on subsets of the paracompact space 7. This objective is

attained under the additional assumption that those singular points contained in the

singular G, sets are isolated from the remaining singular points up to dimension TV. A

key technical device is the replacement of an assigned determining collection

{G,|f G T) with a more amenable determining collection {G]i\tl g Tl} defined in a

canonical way below.

Consider first a special case where a calculable T-dimension can be assigned. The

result finds immediate application.

Proposition 7.1. Suppose the subset B c T consists of a finite number of closed

points. Then B is a zero-dimensional z-set.

First, we show that every sheaf si on T that is concentrated on B is flabby. Let

í g r(í/, si) and write B1 = B n U. Since B1 is closed in T and j = 0 on U - B\ s

extends to T.

Hence, for every sheaf si concentrated on B, Hq(T, si) = 0 for q > 0 and so

dimr(7?) = 0. Furthermore, if si^ 0, there is a nonzero section s g r(ÍT, si), and

by the extension property of s, H°(T, si) # 0. Consequently, B is a z-set.
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Proposition 7.2. Assume Y is [n, TV] nonsingular and that {B¡\i = 1,2,... ,m} is a

finite disjoint collection of nonempty closed sets such that every point in the complement

of \J?Li B¡ = B is (-1, TV) nonsingular. Then each B¡ is [n, TV] nonsingular.

Let S = {1,2,...,m}. Suppose T is the disjoint union of S and B , written

T = S + B~. Note that B~ is open. Let G, = B¡ for i g S and Gy = {y} for y g B~.

Then {G,\t g T) is a covering of 7 by disjoint closed nonempty sets which is a

determining collection provided 2.1(c) holds. Consider an open neighborhood V of

Gl0.ltt0eB~,

W= B~nV = \J{G!\te W)

is an open saturated neighborhood of G,   contained in W. If t = k g S, then

Ti1 = U,-** 73, is closed. Write

W= Bl~r\V = \J{G,\t<E B~nv}uGk.

Since the closed set B¡ has a saturated complement, g(B¡)= {/} is closed in

(T, SE ). Therefore, by 7.1, S is a zero-dimensional z-set. For y g B , Hq({y), si)

-» Hq(f~l(y), f*si) is an isomorphism for 0 < a < TV by assumption and is a

monomorphism for q = TV. Therefore, M c S, 0 < q < TV, and KN c S and so TC^

and each M is a z-set of dimension < 0. Application of Theorem 6.9 completes the

proof of Proposition 7.2.

(7.2.1) The previous proposition underlies the study of 7 = G,. In particular, if Gr

is [n, TV] nonsingular, B is a closed subset of G, and U is an open neighborhood of B

where each point of U - 5 is (-1, TV) nonsingular, then according to 7.2, G,1 = G, -

U and 73 are [n, TV] nonsingular.

Proposition 7.3. Suppose that [G,\t g 7} « a determining collection, B is a

nonempty closed subset of 7, and U is an open neighborhood of B. Here and later the

set TQ enters in a definitive role, where

t0= {? g r|G, n{/'#0).

Then [G,\t g T} can be replaced by a new determining collection {G}i\tl g 7T1}, where

T1 = T0 + (U - B) + {a}, and a is an ideal point, satisfying

(7.3.1) G\ = B,

(7.3.2) Gl = {y)   fory^U-B

and

(7-3.3) G]Q = G,a-U   fortQ^T0.

Furthermore, if the points of U - B are (-1, TV) nonsingular, then for tQ g T0, G]a is

[n, TV] nonsingular whenever G, is.

Clearly, {G¡¡\tl g T1} is a collection of closed nonempty subsets of 7, since

G/o #0. For y g U~, y g G, for some í g /. Hence, t g /0 and so y g G,1.

Consequently, the new collection covers 7
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To verify 2.1(b) it suffices to consider G,1 n G,1 for tx and t2 in TQ, since all other

intersections are empty. If y g G] Pi G], y g ¡J and y g G, n G,, by (7.3.3).

Hence, for some t} g Z, y g G(i cG, n G, . Since y g U , we infer /-, g Z() and

y g G,1 = G,  -(/cG> G1.
J '3 '3 '] '2

Therefore, G) C\ G. is T1 saturated.

There remains 2.1(c). Let V be an open subset of 7 If Ga = B c K, then

5 c F n ÍT c F where

W= VC\ i/ = U{G1|y G Fn ÍT- ß) U73

is an open Tl saturated set. For G) = {y0} c F, where y0G U - B, W = V n (U

- B) is an open Z1 saturated neighborhood of G* contained in F. Finally, for

/ G T0 and G] c K, we infer G, c K U U. (If F n TiV 0, replace F with F - B.)

Accordingly, there is an open /-saturated set Wx with G, c Wx c V U ÍT. Hence for

IF = h/ n F, G] c IF c F. We now verify that W is 71 saturated. If y g W, then

y £ Ti. For y g ¿7 - 73, y g G,1 = {y} c W. For y g (/, r, can be found in / for

which y g G, c Wx. Since y e [/, i, e 70 and therefore

G,1 c G c IF, c F U U.

But G) C\ U = 0, wherefore, G,1 c F. Consequently, y g G,1 c IF. In either case,

IF is 71 saturated.

Therefore, {G,11?1 g Z1} is a determining collection. The last part of Proposition

7.3 is a consequence of (7.2.1).

Proposition 7.4. For 0 < n < TV, suppose {G,\t g /} is a determining collection,

B is a closed subset of Y and U is an open neighborhood of B. Again, take

T0= {t\G,n U± 0).

//:

(7.4.1) every point in IJ — B is (-1, TV) nonsingular,

(7.4.2) G, is (-1, TV] nonsingular for t G TQ, and

(7.4.3) B is (n - 1, TV) nonsingular,

then Y is [n, TV) nonsingular. Furthermore, if B is (n — 1, TV] nonsingular, then Y is

[n, TV] nonsingular.

Relying on Proposition 7.3 for justification, replace the collection of G,'s with

{G,1!?1 g Z1}, defined by (7.3.1)—(7.3.3). The set Z0 is unchanged and the new sets

G]a still satisfy (7.4.2) for t0 g Z0.

Apply Theorem 6.3 to the new determining collection. For q < n and / g Mq,

Hq(G¡,si)^Hq{f-í(G¡),f*si)

is not bijective. Hence, t = a by (7.4.1) and (7.4.2) and accordingly Mq is either {a}

or 0 for 0 < q s£ n - 1. Since

B~=   U   GjnU     U    G,'
i„<eT„ ie(7-ß
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is an open Z1 saturated set and G] = B does not intersect any other G,1, therefore,

g(73) = {a} is closed in (Z1, SEgi). Thus, according to Proposition 7.1, dim({a}) = 0.

Hence, dq < 0 for 0 < q < n - 1. Hypotheses (7.4.1)-(7.4.3) ensure that

Hq{G^,si)^Hq(f-x{G}i),f*si)

is an isomorphism for n < q < TV and t1 g Z1, wherefore maxi</vl + dq + q < n.

Accordingly, recourse to Theorem 6.3 establishes our Proposition.

Proposition 7.5. For 0 < n < TV and the determining collection {G,\t g Z}, sup-

pose in the triple (Tx, B,U) that Tx c Z and B c U c 7 where B is closed and U is

open and that the following conditions are imposed:

(7.5.1) G, is [n, TV] nonsingular for all t,

(7.5.2) G, is (-1, n] nonsingular for t G Tx,

(7.5.3) B contains all of the (-1, n) singular points of Urer_r Gr,

(7.5.4) the points of U — B are (-1, TV) nonsingular and

(7.5.5) 73 is (n - 1, TV) nonsingular.

Then Y is [n, TV) nonsingular. Furthermore, if B is (n - 1, TV] nonsingular, then Y is

[n, N] nonsingular.

First, replace the determining collection with {G,11?1 g Z1}, following the precepts

of Proposition 7.3. To justify application of Proposition 7.4 to the new determining

collection, it is essential to verify (7.4.2). Thus, if G, intersects U , then t g Z0 and

(7.3.3) G,1 = Gr - U.
For t g Z,, G, is (-1, TV] nonsingular by (7.5.1) and (7.5.2) and consequently, so is

G) by 7.3. For t £ Tx, G,1 contains no (-1, n) singular points by (7.5.3) because

G) n B = 0. The Vietoris-Begle theorem establishes that G] is (-1, n] nonsingular.

On combining this information with (7.5.1) applied to G,1, we can conclude that Gj is

(-1, TV] nonsingular. In short, condition (7.4.2) holds in either case. Resort to

Proposition 7.4 completes the proof of Proposition 7.6.

The culmination of this chain of propositions is our ultimate theorem expressed in

terms of dimension of subsets of the paracompact space 7, and therefore computa-

ble in principle.

Theorem 7.6. Suppose that each G, is [n, TV] nonsingular and that for Tx c Z, G, is

(-1, n] nonsingular whenever t g Tx. Let Bq denote the set of q-singular points in

\J,^T_TiGt, B = U^Tq1 Bq and dq = rdYBq, the relative dimension of Bq in Y [8]. 7/73

is contained in an open set U where B includes all (-1, TV) singular points of U and if

(7.6.1) max 2 + d  + q < n,
0^q<N

then \j/*: Hq(Y, si) -» Hq(X, f*si) is an[n, N] homomorphism.

Since points of 73 -73 are (-1, TV) nonsingular, Bq is the set of «-singular points of

73 also. Then, by Theorem 6.3, with 7 = Z = 73 and g = the identity function (or by

Theorem 1 of [2]), 73 is (n - 1, TV] nonsingular. Hence, Theorem 7.6 is a direct

consequence of 7.5.
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We can paraphrase Theorem 7.6 as stating that if i//£ is an [n, TV] homomorphism

for all t and a (-1, TV] homomorphism for the t's in Tx, then ^* is an [n, TV]

homomorphism provided that the dimensions of the sets of q singular points

contained in the singular sets Gt, t Í Tx, are sufficiently small for 0 < q < TV and

furthermore, that these points are isolated from the (-1, TV) singular points in the

nonsingular sets Gt, t G Tx. Observe that (7.6.1) asserts Bq = 0 for n - 1 < q < TV,

i.e. U/e7-_ j G, does not contain any ^-singular points in this range.

The theorem covers the situation where an open set U contains both the (-1, n)

singular points of Uíer_r G, and the closure of the set of (-1, TV) singular points in

U.

Theorem 7.6 is applicable also if 73 is the set of (-1, TV) singular points in

L = U,67-_7- Gr, and if for U the interior of L, 73 c U c L.
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